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State of the Global Climate
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Sea Surface Temperatures and Climate Modes
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La Nina ended, neutral IOD, slightly positive SIOD



May - July 2023 SST Forecast
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El Nino development, positive IOD, neutral SIOD



Current ENSO State
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La Nina ended; El Nino development suggested



ENSO Diagnostic Discussion
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El Nino expected to develop during May-July 2023



ENSO Forecast
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High likelihood of El Nino late in 2023



Current IOD State
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Neutral IOD

Australia Bureau of Meteorology

The IOD is neutral. The latest IOD index value for the 

week ending 9 April 2023 was +0.2 °C. All models 

suggest positive IOD development in the coming 

months. However, model accuracy is generally very low 

at this time of year, therefore outlooks through and 

beyond [Southern Hemisphere] autumn should be 

viewed with caution.



IOD Forecast
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Positive IOD most likely by June 2023

Australia Bureau of Meteorology

The IOD is neutral. The latest IOD index value for the 

week ending 9 April 2023 was +0.2 °C. All models 

suggest positive IOD development in the coming 

months. However, model accuracy is generally very low 

at this time of year, therefore outlooks through and 

beyond [Southern Hemisphere] autumn should be 

viewed with caution.



Assumption 1 of 3
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El Nino-Southern Oscillation

Neutral ENSO conditions are likely to continue through Northern 

Hemisphere spring summer 2023. A transition to El Nino is most likely 

in the Northern Hemisphere summer (around by July). El Nino is 

expected to remain the dominant ENSO state into 2024 through 

December 2023.



Assumption 2 of 3
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Indian Ocean Dipole (No Change)

The Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) is currently neutral and is most likely 

remain neutral through at least May 2023, before transitioning to a 

positive IOD in June based on forecast models that have low forecast 

still this time of year.



Assumption 3 of 3
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Subtropical Indian Ocean Dipole

The SIOD is currently neutral and likely to remain neutral through the 

Northern Hemisphere through at least late summer/autumn 2023.



East Africa
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March - 10 April 2023 Precipitation
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Widespread above-average w/ deficits in Tanzania and Kenya



Precipitation Onset and WRSI
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Isolated delayed onset in coastal areas affects cropping prospects 



NDVI and Precipitation
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Erratic precipitation in areas with low NDVI



Weekly Precipitation Forecasts
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Possible relief in coastal areas w/ low seasonal precipitation



May 2023 Precipitation Forecasts
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Slight tilts in odds w/ above in eastern sector and below in western sector



June 2023 Precipitation Forecasts
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Slight tilts in odds w/ above in eastern sector and below in western sector



March-May 2023 Scenario
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Generally above-average w/ below-average in Tanzania and Kenya



Kenya Met Department Forecast for April 2023
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Near and above-average precipitation 

Forecast for April
● The outlook for April 2023 indicates that the Highlands West of the Rift 

Valley, Central and Southern Rift Valley, Highlands East of the Rift Valley 
including Nairobi County, Northwest, Coastal region and parts of the 
Northeast and southeastern lowlands are likely to experience near 
average rainfall. 

● Parts of the Northeastern, Southeastern lowlands, and the Lake Victoria 
Basin regions are likely to receive near-average to above-average rainfall

Forecast April, May and June
● Highlands West of the Rift Valley, Lake Victoria Basin, Central and South 

Rift Valley, and the Coastal region are likely to experience near to below-

average rainfall. 
● The southeastern lowlands, northwest, and northeastern regions are 

expected to receive similar rainfall in April and May, with a probable 
dryness in June. 

● Light rainfall in June in the Highlands East of the Rift Valley, including 
Nairobi County, and certain parts of the Southeastern lowlands as the cold 
season sets in.

● May is projected to be the rainy 2 season's peak in the coastal region.
● Furthermore, temperatures are anticipated to be above average across 

the country during the forecast period. 



ICPAC Forecast for April 2023
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Below-average precipitation in western sector



Flooding
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Shabelle is ABOVE the flood danger level with flooding on the Ethiopia side, 

more flooding is expected downstream in Somalia.



Flooding
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Little change to flooding in South Sudan since mid-April



Soil Moisture Forecast
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Below-average soil moisture in areas expected to receive below-average 

precipitation in eastern sector



Streamflow Forecast
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Shabelle high water level to continue till mid-May, high likelihood for more flooding 

downstream. Discharges are expected to increase in the Nile in mid-April.



Streamflow Forecast
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Above average streamflow is expected in Rwanda and Burundi, flooding possible in the lowlands.



Precipitation related to ENSO and IOD
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El Nino and +IOD related to precipitation anomalies



July-September 2023 Precipitation Forecast
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Tilt in odds to below-average in the western sector



Temperature Forecasts
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Above-average temperatures most likely



Assumption 1a of 4
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2023 rainfall seasons beginning in February/March in the Horn (No Change)

In Ethiopia, despite a delayed start to the February to May belg 

season, belg rainfall is likely to be above average.



Assumption 1b of 4
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2023 rainfall seasons beginning in February/March in the Horn

Based on March and April precipitation, GEFS rainfall forecasts and historical analogues 

of waning La Niña events, and NMME, C3S, and WMO forecasts, the March-May 2023 

long rains/gu/genna season in northern and eastern Kenya, Somalia (April-June), and 

southern/southeastern Ethiopia is likely to be above average. Precipitation in April is 

most likely to be above average, precipitation in May is most likely to be average to 

above average, and precipitation in June is most likely to be average.



Assumption 1c of 4
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2023 rainfall seasons beginning in February/March in the Horn (No Change)

NMME-based rootzone soil moisture forecasts indicate that below-average soil 

moisture in the Horn will improve to near-average conditions around March in Ethiopia, 

around April in Kenya, and in Somalia around June. 

Note: This does not apply to east Africa coastal strip areas of NE Tanzania/Kenya and S. 

Somalia as the onset starts in late March/April, peaks in May/June, and extends to 

June/July.



Assumption 1d of 4
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2023 rainfall seasons beginning in February/March in the Horn (No Change)

In Ethiopia, despite a delayed start to the diraac/sugum season, 

above-average rainfall is most likely in northern pastoral areas.



Assumption 1e of 4
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2023 rainfall seasons beginning in February/March in the Horn (No Change)

Above-average temperatures are most likely through September 

2023.



Assumption 2a of 4
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2023 rainfall seasons beginning in February/March in the western/equatorial sector

Based on observed precipitation and NMME and WMO forecasts, the 

February to May 2023 Season B rains in Rwanda and Burundi are 

likely to be average. Historically, some areas experience localized 

dryness or dry spells in northern Rwanda and eastern Burundi and 

floods in lowlands.



Assumption 2b of 4
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2023 rainfall seasons beginning in February/March in the western/equatorial sector (No Change)

While there was early onset and above-average rainfall in March over most of 

bimodal Uganda and bimodal South Sudan, NMME forecasts suggest likely below-

average rainfall in April and May. Irregular distribution over the remainder of the 

season continues to be a concern. 

Note: WMO forecasts indicate no tilt in the odds in April, below-average rainfall in 

May (Uganda only), and no tilt in the odds in the April/May period overall. C3S 

forecasts show no tilt in the odds in April and May. NMME forecasts indicate 

below-average rainfall in April and no tilt in May.



Assumption 2c of 4
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2023 rainfall seasons beginning in February/March in the western/equatorial sector

Based on the NMME and WMO forecasts, the Feb/March-September 

long rains in western unimodal Kenya is likely to be near average, with 

localized areas of below-average, though there is uncertainty given 

the long-range nature of the forecast.



Assumption 3a of 4
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2023 rainy season beginning April and beyond 

The June to September kiremt rainfall season in Ethiopia is expected 

to be mostly average, but below-average over southwestern regions, 

with the expected development of El Nino during these months.



Assumption 3b of 4
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2023 rainy season beginning April and beyond 

Based on NMME and WMO forecasts, cumulative rainfall during the June 

to September karan/karma rainfall season in Ethiopia and northwestern 

Somalia is likely to be average with localized areas of below average.

Note: C3S is indicating elevated odds of below-average rainfall in some 

areas in JJA.



Assumption 3c of 4
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2023 rainy season beginning April and beyond 

Based on the NMME and WMO forecasts, the June to September rainy 

season is likely to be above average in Sudan and near average with 

localized areas of below average in unimodal South Sudan. However, 

there remains uncertainty given the long-range nature of the forecast 

and the rising likelihood that El Niño will emerge in mid-to-late 2023.



Assumption 3d of 4
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2023 rainy season beginning April and beyond (No Change) 

According to available ensemble forecasts, cumulative rainfall in the 

April-September 2023 unimodal rainfall season in Karamoja, Uganda, 

is expected to be below average overall, and is typically highly erratic. 

However, uncertainty exists given the long lead time of the forecasts.



Assumption 3e of 4
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2023 rainy season beginning April and beyond (No Change) 

Based on NMME, WMO, and C3S forecasts, the July to September 

hagaa rains in southern Somalia are likely to be near average, though 

there is uncertainty given the long lead time of the forecast.



Assumption 4 of 4
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East Africa short-rains

Based on the likelihood of El Nino and positive Indian Ocean Dipole

conditions in late 2023, October to December rainfall is likely to be 

above average.



Yemen
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March - 10 April 2023 Precipitation
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Widespread above-average precipitation in Yemen



NDVI
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Widespread above-median conditions



Weekly Precipitation Forecasts
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Little indication of widespread above- or below-average



May Precipitation Forecast
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Above-average precipitation most likely



Streamflow Forecast
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Above-average flows most likely



July - September 2023 Precipitation Forecast
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No widespread tilt in odds to above- or below-average



Temperature Forecasts
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Above-average temperatures most likely



Assumption 1 of 5
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March-May 2023 Precipitation (No Change)

Given precipitation to date, C3S and WMO forecasts, and past seasons 

with Indo-Pacific sea surface temperatures similar to what is forecast 

in 2023, cumulative rainfall in Yemen’s March to May 2023 first rainy 

season is most likely to be above average.



Assumption 2 of 5
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July-September 2023 Precipitation (No Change)

Based on NMME, C3S, and WMO forecasts, cumulative rainfall in Yemen’s 

July to September second rainy season is most likely to be average, 

though uncertainty exists given the long lead time of the forecasts. 

Note: Forecast above-average sea surface temperatures in the Arabian 

sea are conducive for above-average precipitation toward the end of the 

season.



Assumption 3 of 5
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Tropical Cyclones (No Change)

Risk of cyclone strikes and associated flooding for Socotra and the 

southern Aden Gulf coast is highest from mid-April to mid-June and 

from October to December. During the peak period from mid-April to 

May 2023, risk of cyclone strikes will likely be above average due to 

forecast above-average sea surface temperatures in the Arabian sea.



Assumption 4 of 5
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Temperature Forecast (No Change)

Based on NMME, C3S, and WMO ensemble forecasts and historical 

trends, above-average temperatures are most likely across most of 

the country through September 2023.



Assumption 5 of 5
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Vegetation and pasture conditions

Vegetation and pasture conditions are currently above average in many western areas. 

Conditions are likely to continue to deteriorate as is typical through February/March 

2023 following the dry season, reaching near normal levels in many areas but 

remaining above average in areas where positive anomalies are currently large.

Conditions are then anticipated to remain greener-than-normal through improve again 

from April and June 2023 in response to above-average precipitation during the 2023 

first rainy season, as is typical alongside precipitation during the 2023 first rainy season,

decline slightly in July following dryer drier weather, and then improve seasonally in 

August and September/October after the start of the second rainy season.



West Africa
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Recent Precipitation
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Precipitation began on time in bimodal areas



Recent Precipitation and Two-Week Forecast
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Below-average precipitation in central Nigeria



April Precipitation Forecast
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Below-average precipitation most likely next two weeks



May Precipitation Forecast
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Little tilt in odds to above- or below-average



July-September 2023 Precipitation Forecast
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Above-average precipitation most likely in the Sahel



Soil Moisture Forecast
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Above-average soil moisture most likely in the Sahel



Streamflow Forecast
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Above-average streamflow forecast most likely



Assumption 1 of 4
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Start of the 2023 Season (No Changes)

● The 2023 rainy season is anticipated to begin on time, following a 

normal ascent of the ITCZ. Rainfall is expected to begin in March in 

bimodal areas. 

● April-May 2023 rainfall is anticipated to be average in bimodal zones, 

including southern Nigeria and southern Cameroon.

● Rainfall is anticipated to begin on time in May 2023 in northern 

Nigeria and Far North Cameroon.



Assumption 2 of 4
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March-May Rainfall

Average to above average rainfall anticipated over the Gulf of Guinea 

during the main rainy season from April to May 2023, except for the 

Liberia/Sierra Leone area where there is a slight tilt in odds to below-

average seasonal rainfall.



Assumption 3 of 4
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June-September Rainfall (No Change)

Average to above average rainfall is forecast over the Sahel from June 

to September. However, Given the long lead time, confidence in the 

forecast is relatively lower.



Assumption 4 of 4
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Flooding (No Change)

Given the forecast for average to above average rainfall and according 

to NHyFAS streamflow forecasts, localized flooding is likely to occur, 

particularly along the Niger and Benue Rivers.



Southern Africa
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2022-2023 Wet Season Precipitation
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Significantly below-average in Angola, Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe



2022-2023 Wet Season Precipitation
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Significantly below-average in Angola, Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe



2023 Monthly Precipitation
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Prolonged stretches of below-average precipitation during wet season



Soil Water Index
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Precipitation led to widespread poor conditions



Soil Moisture
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Precipitation led to low soil moisture



NDVI and WRSI
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Precipitation led to unfavorable cropping conditions



Flooding
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Peak Flooding Extent in Malawi Caused by TC Freddy



Flooding
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Peak Flooding Extent in Malawi and Affected Cropland



Flooding
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Flood Waters Receding in Malawi



Flooding
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Peak Flooding Extent in Zambia and Affected Cropland



Remaining Precipitation During 2022-23 Wet Season
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Focus on April because little precipitation falls in May and June

April contribution to April-May-June Precipitation



Weekly Precipitation Forecasts
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April precipitation likely to be below average



End of 2022-23 Wet Season Precipitation
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Current anomalies are likely to persist 



GloFAS March-June 2023 Streamflow Forecast 
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High likelihood of 1 in 5-yr and 1 in 20-yr exceedance



Start of 2023-24 Wet Season Precipitation
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Uncertain, though El Nino tilts odds to below-average precipitation



Assumption 1 of 7
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April-June Precipitation and Crops (No Change)

Based on forecast models, average to below-average precipitation is likely 

across the southern half of southern Africa, while average to above-

average rainfall is most likely across northern parts of the region and 

northern Madagascar from April through June 2023. This is unlikely to 

improve current crop conditions in areas affected by prolonged dry spells 

in December, January, and March. The Grand South is expected to have 

near normal rainfall during the April to June period.



Assumption 2 of 7
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Crops

Crops that have experienced permanent wilting such as in parts of 

Zimbabwe will likely not benefit from ongoing or future rainfall. The 

prolonged dry spells in January and March 2023 negatively impacted crop 

production, particularly maize, in areas of southern Mozambique, 

southern and western Zambia, Zimbabwe, western parts of the Grand 

South in Madagascar, Botswana, northern-eastern Namibia, and southern 

Angola. The harvest is likely to be below average in these areas.



Assumption 3 of 7
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Flooding

Flash-flooding is likely to occur or continue in flood-prone areas of Mozambique, 

southern Malawi,  and Madagascar, and regionalized flooding if widespread 

torrential rainfall occurs. However, forecast precipitation does not suggest 

widespread torrential rainfall is likely, although above-average rainfall is forecast 

in parts of Malawi, Mozambique and Madagascar through mid-to-late April. High 

rainfall from Tropical Cyclones Cheneso and Freddy have already contributed to 

flooding and high soil moisture and river levels in the three countries, which can 

increase risk of flooding if further rains occur.



Assumption 4 of 7
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Precipitation Through May 2023

According to CHIRPS accumulation to date and dynamical forecasts, 

central, western and southern Zimbabwe, Botswana, northeastern 

and southeastern Madagascar, parts of northeastern Mozambique, 

and southern Angola are likely to record cumulatively below-average 

rainfall through May 2023. In southern Angola, cumulative seasonal 

rainfall is among the lowest since 1981.



Assumption 5 of 7
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Precipitation and Flooding Through May 2023

Based on cumulative forecast probabilities and forecast models, Malawi, 

southeastern and northern Mozambique, central and western 

Madagascar, and Lesotho will likely record cumulatively average to 

above-average rainfall through May. Flooding is likely in lowland and 

semi-arid areas, including southern Malawi where it has already occurred 

due to TC Freddy. Southwestern DRC is likely to record spatially varied 

cumulative average rainfall outcomes through April, ranging from below 

average to above average.



Assumption 6 of 7
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Cyclone Strikes

The 2022/23 tropical cyclone season has ended for 2023 ends in April. 

However, there is a low chance of cyclone strikes in April and the 

remainder of 2023 in Madagascar and Mozambique.



Assumption 7 of 7
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Start of the 2023-2024 Wet Season (No Change)

The start of the October to December 2023 rainy season is likely to be 

mixed with a potential delayed start due to the likelihood of a positive 

El Nino ENSO state. However, there is uncertainty given the long-

range nature of the forecast.



Questions
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● Cyclone Freddy has caused severe damage and flooding, especially in many districts of the Southern Region. We would like to get 

support on obtaining information on the flood extent and depth analysis at the peak of the flooding in March, followed by updates 

on the recession of flooding, as vast areas may have continued to be waterlogged. Specifically, we are seeking:

– Peak flood extent in the aftermath of the cyclone, presumably occurring around the March 16-20 period; ideally, this would be overlaid with cropland data layer

– Update on current flood extent as of early/mid April, to assess which areas remain inundated and which areas have seen floodwaters recede; ideally, this would be overlaid with 

cropland data layer

● Additionally, we are seeking support on placing the severity of the heavy rains and floods caused by Cyclone Freddy on the historical 

record. Based on the CHC SPI and rainfall ranking data, it appeared to be among the top three wettest dekads in very localized areas, 

but interestingly, it did not rank among the wettest in some specific areas that are of highest concern for impacts on acute food 

insecurity (Nsanje district; and Phalombe, Zomba, and Mulanje districts near Lake Chilwa) in terms of reported flood severity, 

population density, and inaccessibility due to washed out roads. It would be useful to understand what extreme rainfall events/flood 

events on the historical record were worse in these areas, to inform our crop production and humanitarian needs analyses.

– See rainfall rank for March 11-20

– See SPI for same period

● If possible (though this is less important compared to the above flood analysis), more information on the dry spells in Northern

Malawi, between February to March period, field staff is reporting wilting of crops in North. However, the soil water index shows 

sufficient soil moisture, as does the WRSI.



Answers
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● March flooding in Malawi due to TC Freddy caused significant damage to crops and 

infrastructures. Over 75,000 hectares of cropland were affected by flood. 73% crop loss was 

reported for over 2000 households surveyed 

● Floodwater in the Shire River receded considerably since the peak, however there are still 

areas that are underwater especially in the southern tip of Malawi.

● The flooded area based on the VIIRS flood product is similar in extent, in many areas, to a 20 

year return period based on a JRC analysis

● Water level in Shire River southern Malawi is still high and could reach to a 20-yr return period 

level. 

● Northern Malawi, in particular, Karonga district, was affected by  a dry spell in February, 

according to local official reports, and CHIRPS
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Latin America and the Caribbean
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NDVI
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Widespread below-median values in Central America and Haiti



Mid-February to Early-April 2023 Precipitation
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Below-average except for areas of Honduras and Nicaragua



Mid-February to Early-April 2023 Precipitation
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Largely below-average in Columbia and Venezuela



Weekly Precipitation Forecasts
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Widespread below-average precipitation in Week 1



May - July 2023 Precipitation Forecast
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Below-average most likely in Central America



May - July 2023 Temperature Forecast
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Above-average temperatures most likely everywhere



July - September 2023 Precipitation Forecast
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Below-average temperatures most likely in Central America



July - September 2023 Temperature Forecast
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Above-average temperatures most likely everywhere



Assumption 1 of 3
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Haiti (No Change)

Above-average temperatures, which will reduce soil moisture 

conditions, combined with below-average rainfall are expected to 

negatively affect the printemps season.



Assumption 2 of 3
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Central America (No Changes)

● Below-average rainfall is expected across most of Central America in the coming months, 

causing an irregular start of the primera season. The worst-affected areas are expected to be 

in the region’s Dry Corridor, which will likely see erratic rainfall and above-average 

temperatures.  

● As the rainfall season progresses, the probability of below-average rainfall and above-average 

temperatures will increase throughout the region, and soil moisture conditions are likely to be 

negatively impacted before and after the canicula. The canicula is expected to be longer and 
stronger because of the effect of El Nino.

● Both below-average rainfall and above-average temperatures are expected to negatively 

impact the development of primera crops throughout the region. In addition, above-average 

temperatures may increase the risk of diseases and pests for some crops. 

● Soil moisture is expected to be below average by the time the second rainfall season begins, 
which will likely delay the start of season for postrera planting.



Assumption 3 of 3
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South America (No Changes)

● Rainfall is expected to remain near-average across most of Colombia and below-

average across Venezuela through July 2023. Although Colombia may continue to 

see near-average rainfall past July in some areas, mostly in central and southern 

areas, Venezuela is likely to experience below-average rainfall in northern areas. 

● Above-average temperatures are likely to continue across most of Colombia and 

Venezuela, reducing soil moisture conditions to below average in worst-affected 

areas. 

● Below-average soil moisture conditions are likely to negatively affect the 

development of staple crops and some commercial crops, mainly in the Andina 

and Caribe regions of Colombia and the Llanos Centrales and Andes regions of 

Venezuela. 



Afghanistan and Central Asia
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119

Generally below average, esp. west & northwest 

2022-2023 Wet Season Precipitation
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Isolated above-average precipitation in recent dekads

Recent Dekadal Precipitation
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Below-median NDVI in north; improvement elsewhere

NDVI: Irrigated Areas
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Above-median NDVI esp. at higher elevations

NDVI: Rainfed Areas
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Low soil moisture in central, western, northern areas 

Soil Moisture
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Late season recovery, though well below average

Snow Water Equivalent
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Kajaki Reservoir increasing; better than 2021 or 2022

Reservoir Levels
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Average and below-average with no immediate flooding concerns

Current Streamflow
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Below-average most likely in week 1

Weekly Precipitation Forecasts
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Above-average most likely

Weekly Temperature Forecasts
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Slight tilt in odds to above-average precipitation

May - July 2023 Precipitation Forecast
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Above-average temperatures most likely

May - July 2023 Temperature Forecast
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Little tilt in odds to above- or below-average

July - September 2023 Precipitation Forecast
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Above-average temperatures most likely

July - September 2023 Temperature Forecast
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Near-average streamflow forecast for spring

Streamflow Forecast



Precipitation related to ENSO and IOD
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El Nino and +IOD related to precipitation anomalies



Assumption 1 of 5
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Wet Season Precipitation

Cumulative precipitation from March to May 2023 in Afghanistan will 

most likely be below average in northern, northeastern, western, and 

southwestern areas of the country, with average rainfall likely in 

isolated areas of the central part of the rest of the country. 

Meteorological, agricultural, and hydrological drought conditions are 

likely to persist through the end the 2022/23 season in southwestern, 

western, and northern areas of the country.



Assumption 2 of 5
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Snow Water Volume

Given current snow water volumes and expectations for precipitation, 

snow water volumes are anticipated to be below average in most 

basins through May 2023. This is likely to limit water availability for 

the irrigated wheat and second-season crops, and will likely have 

negative impacts on winter wheat and second-season crop planting. 



Assumption 3 of 5
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Hydrological Drought (No Change)

Given current reservoir and streamflow levels, hydrological drought is 

likely ongoing and will most likely persist through at least September 

2023 across parts of the west, south, and north.



Assumption 3a of 5
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Flooding

Given, current snow water volumes, and precipitation forecast for the 

remainder of the 2022/23 wet season, flooding events are likely to 

occur at lower-than-normal levels. Although, flash flooding in the 

spring is likely as typical. Little tilt in odds to above- or below-average 

precipitation in summer suggest that flooding at that time would not 

be widespread, but isolated flash flooding is likely, as typical. 



Assumption 4 of 5
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Temperatures (No Change)

Above-average mean temperatures are most likely throughout most 

of the country through September 2023. 



Assumption 5 of 5
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Vegetation

Generally, vegetation conditions are expected to remain at seasonally low levels 

during the remainder of the 2022/23 precipitation season, as is typical. However, 

favorable NDVI is observed for most rainfed croplands in the north, as well as for 

irrigated croplands around Kabul, Ghazni, and Kandahar. Elsewhere, vegetation 

conditions are likely to improve, although remain below average through 

September 2023, due to the lingering effects of two consecutive droughts (2020/21 

and 2021/22) and especially in areas affected by drought in 2023.



Assumption 6
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Vegetation

Given the recent March and April favorable precipitation especially in the 

higher elevations coupled with above-average temperatures, pasture 

conditions are expected to be above last year and, in some areas, above 

average, with negative anomalies increasing from March to May when 

vegetation typically develops. Areas impacted by two consecutive drought 

years are expected to experience the worst pasture conditions and 

largest negative anomalies relative to other areas of the country.



Assumption 7
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Beginning of 2023-2024 Wet Season

Based on the likelihood of El Nino and positive Indian Ocean Dipole 

conditions in late 2023, October to December rainfall is most likely to 

be above average.



Ukraine
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November-June Precipitation
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Above-average north and west; below-average south and east 



Recent Temperatures
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Cooler since late March because of cold storms 



Snow Depth
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Decreasing snow depth as temperatures warm



GEOGLAM Crop Monitor for AMIS
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Generally favorable away from war zones

“In Ukraine, conditions are generally 

favourable away from the war zones

… with winter wheat regrowth 

beginning 2-3 weeks earlier than 

average;

… however, dry conditions have 

developed and have begun to 

impact crops in southern Odessa.”



Weekly Precipitation Forecasts
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Above-average precipitation most likely through April 24



Two-Week Streamflow Forecast
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High flows forecast over the next two weeks

GEOGloWS streamflow forecast for April 12-27, 2023



April - July 2023 Streamflow Forecast
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High flows forecast into May

GloFAS streamflow forecast



May - July 2023 Precipitation Forecast
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Little tilt in odds to above- or below-average



June - August 2023 Precipitation Forecast
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Little tilt in odds to above- or below-average



June - August 2023 Temperature Forecast
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Above-average temperatures most likely



Assumption 1 of 2
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No Change

Based on precipitation to date and available NMME, WMO, and C3S 

forecasts, cumulative precipitation during Ukraine’s November 2022 

to June 2023 growing period for winter crops is most likely to be 

above average in much of the northern part of the country but below-

average in southern and eastern areas. Precipitation during the rest 

of the growing period, from April to June, is most likely to be average 

across the country.



Assumption 2 of 2

155

No Change

Based on available NMME, WMO, and C3S forecasts, cumulative 

precipitation during Ukraine’s April to August 2023 planting and 

growing period for spring crops is most likely to be average across 

most of the country. However, forecasts are mixed. Temperatures are 

likely to be above average.


